Abstract The communication of de se attitudes poses a problem for "participantneutral" analyses of communication in terms of propositions expressed or proposed updates to the common ground: when you tell me "I am an idiot", you express a first person de se attitude, but as a result I form a different, second person attitude, viz. that you are an idiot. I argue that when we take seriously the asymmetry between speaker and hearer in semantics this problem disappears. To prove this I propose a concrete model of communication as the transmission of information from the speaker's mental state to the hearer's. My analysis is couched in Discourse Representation Theory, a formal semantic framework that linguists use for modeling conversational common ground updates, but that can also be applied to describe the individual speech participants' dynamically changing mental states.
Introduction
The traditional account of communication in terms of propositions runs as follows. Mary believes that linguistics is hard, i.e. she stands in the belief relation to the proposition that linguistics is hard. She wants to communicate this belief to John. To do so, she produces an English sentence that expresses the believed proposition, e.g. "Linguistics is hard". John hears the sentence and interprets it as expressing the proposition that linguistics is hard. If John has no reason to distrust Mary in this matter he will then add this proposition to his set of believed propositions. In other words, a proposition has been transmitted from Mary's beliefs to John's via a linguistic expression that encodes it.
This general view of communication is compatible with different notions of proposition and belief. We may think of propositions here as Lockean Ideas, Fregean Thoughts, or sets of possible worlds. In this paper I take the latter conception as my point of departure.
However, as Lewis (1979) has shown, not all beliefs correspond to possible worlds propositions. Some thoughts require a more fine-grained notion of content, such as self-ascribed properties or, equivalently, centered propositions. Such beliefs are known as de se beliefs. Unfortunately, as Stalnaker (1981) observes, the simple picture of communication sketched above does not extend from propositional to de se belief (cf. Ninan 2010) . 1 Consider the case of Lingens, an amnesiac lost in the Stanford Library, who wants to communicate his belief that he himself is lost, i.e., in Lewisian terminology, his self-ascription of the property of being lost. The obvious way for Lingens to express this belief to the librarian would be to use an indexical and say "I am lost". And indeed, if the librarian hears Lingens utter that sentence, he can interpret it as meaning that he, the person addressing him, is lost and consequently help him out. Now note that what the librarian comes to believe in this way is not the same self-ascribed property that Lingens set out to express. Lingens self-ascribes the property of being lost, expresses that by saying "I am lost", and as a result the librarian self-ascribes the property of being addressed by someone who is lost. The question now is, how exactly did Lingens's first person belief, expressed with a first person pronoun, turn into a non-first person belief when it reached the librarian?
To answer this question I propose a formal model of communication that clearly distinguishes the speaker's production perspective from the hearer's interpretation perspective. This requires first of all an explicit model of the speech participants' mental states, paying particular attention to de se beliefs (section 2). The second ingredient is a "participant-neutral" theory of linguistic communication as dynamic common ground updates (section 3). In section 4 I combine these two independently motivated theories into an asymmetric model of communication, clearly distinguishing the speaker's production perspective from the hearer's interpretation perspective. Focusing on the first and second person I demonstrate in section 5 how the model deals with the transmission of de se beliefs via indexicals.
Representing mental states

Discourse Representation Theory
Today, Discourse Representation Theory (DRT, Kamp & Reyle 1993 ) is typically presented as a specific type of formal semantics, well suited for dealing with semantics/pragmatics interface phenomena like presupposition and anaphora resolution. DRT's formal language of Discourse Representation Structures (DRS) is used to represent the common ground between speaker and hearer. The explanatory power of the framework lies in the algorithms for updating these common ground representations in response to linguistic utterances. In section 3 I present this DRT model of common ground updates in some detail.
communicated -the only question is how.
What is often glossed over is Kamp's (1981) original motivation of reconciling Fregean formal semantics (as championed at the time by Montague (1973) ) with a traditional, Lockean cognitive theory of communication in terms of speakers' and hearers' mental states. To this end, Kamp in his original presentations describes DRSs as representations of the mental state of the hearer, rather than of the more abstract notion of a common ground. What sets this cognitive conception of DRT apart from purely cognitive theories like Fauconnier's (1994) , is that the DRS language has a model-theoretic interpretation, much like that of (intensional) first-order logic. Hence, in addition to its cognitive interpretation, a DRS also represents the actual truth conditions of a sentence or discourse.
Linguists have since stripped DRT of its cognitive interpretation. But Kamp and a few others have kept it alive, even extending DRT to a representational theory of attitudes (Kamp 1990 , Asher 1986 ). In the remainder of this section I present a novel version of such a DRT-based theory of mental states.
Mental files, anchors, and attitudes
The starting point of Kamp's general framework for describing mental states (Kamp 1990 , Kamp et al. 2003 , Kamp 2011 ) is that mental states are (i) compartmentalized into beliefs, desires, fears, intentions, etc., and (ii) these compartments are highly interconnected. For instance, my mental state could contain the belief that there's a monster under my bed and, dependent on that belief, the hope that it won't wake up. This dependence is cashed out in the same way as anaphoric dependencies in discourse are modeled in standard DRT, viz. by sharing accessible discourse referents.
To model singular attitudes, Kamp further introduces the notion of "entity representations" or "internal anchors". These correspond rather closely to what philosophers have called dossiers (Grice 1969) , or mental files (e.g. Perry 1980 , Recanati 2012 ). I will use the latter term. Mental files contain the descriptive content we've obtained about the actual world through acquaintance with particular objects. A mental file thus serves as a cognitive mode of presentation of the object that is the causal source of the information stored in it. 2 For concreteness, the box below represents the mental state I'm in when I 2 As Ninan (2014) observes, mental files are sometimes described as syntactic objects, containing predicates, and sometimes as semantic objects, containing information. In the current proposal this mixing of metaphors is indeed harmless because in section 2.4 I explicitly provide a model-theoretic interpretation, mapping the syntactic files to the corresponding semantic objects. discover a letter in my pigeon hole, believing it's publisher's junk mail, but hoping it's an acceptance letter for a recent grant application, and intending to open it right away.
(1)
This mental state description contains at the global level three mental files (representations of the letter, the pigeon hole, and myself) and on top of that three attitude descriptions (a belief, a hope, and an intention). The attitudes are represented as DRS boxes labeled with a mode indicator (BEL, HOPE, INTEND). The underlying mental files are represented jointly by the global discourse referents (x, y, i) and the global conditions (letter(x), look.at(i, x), . . . ). Global discourse referents are accessible to the attitude descriptions, allowing us to represent different attitudes "about the same thing". In this case we see a belief, a hope and an intention that are all about the same letter, by virtue of sharing the discourse referent x. The global conditions specify my descriptive, cognitive modes of presentation of the letter, pigeon hole, and myself. This descriptive content derives from the ways I am acquainted with the actual causal sources of these files. The current presentation departs from Kamp's and from the traditional manila file folder metaphor in taking seriously the idea that the contents of different mental files are often intertwined and cannot be neatly separated: 3 if I see Sue and Mary shaking hands, I could enter shakes hands with Sue into my Mary-file and shakes hands with Mary into my Sue-file, but since I really perceive just one hand-shaking event, it seems more natural to give up the boundaries between different file contents and just represent the "mental file cabinet" as a whole.
Note that we can still distinguish and count individual mental files, simply by looking at the discourse referents. By way of illustration, a mental state description with two global discourse referents, x and y, and two global conditions x is called London and y is called Londres, represents a different mental state than one with only a single discourse referent x and the descriptions x is called London and lx is called Londres. In the former case, the subject has two files, representing the fact that she believes to be acquainted with two distinct cities; in the latter she believes to be acquainted with a single city that has two names. Accordingly, I will sometimes conveniently refer to files via their discourse referents, e.g. the attitude description in (1) contains the files x, y and i.
The actual causal sources of mental files are represented outside of the mental state description proper. Kamp formalizes the causal links between a mental state and its surroundings as a mapping from discourse referents to entities. In our example, this so-called "external anchor" maps the file x to the actual letter, y to the pigeon hole, and i to me:
The external anchor allows us to capture singular attitudes: any attitude compartment that depends on a discourse referent introduced by an externally anchored file is a singular attitude, about the causal source of the file. In our example all three attitudes, the belief, the hope, and the intention, depend on the mental file x, representing the letter as something I am seeing in my pigeon hole. Consequently, they are about the causal source of that file, the actual letter.
Before I go into the formal semantics in section 2.4, let me further illustrate the representational framework by applying it to some slightly more interesting scenarios.
Three case studies
Attitudes De Se
This paper is about the transmission of de se beliefs, so we need a way to represent those. The idea is to use two dedicated indexical discourse referents i and n to represent the subject's first person de se center and subjective now, respectively. In (3) we see a fragment of the mental state of Lingens who self-ascribes the property of being a lost amnesiac. Here and in the following I will focus exclusively on the person domain, ignoring tense and n for simplicity.
(3)
... i
...
BEL, amnesiac(i) lost(i)
The self-file i is like other mental files in that it's accessible to all attitudes and other files. However, following Evans (1982) and others, I assume that subjects have a privileged, direct access to themselves, not mediated by descriptive modes of presentation. This means that the unlike regular object files, the self file need not contain any descriptive content representing relations of acquaintance. 4
Double vision
The philosophical literature on attitudes and ascriptions is replete with puzzles where an agent forms two distinct representations of something, failing to realize that it is actually the same thing: 5 Frege's Babylonians see a distinct morning and evening star, Quine's Ralph sees mayor Ortcutt as distinct from the suspicious figure in the alley, Kripke's Pierre believes London is terrible, 4 In other words, I'm following Lewis: we are acquainted with ourselves through the acquaintance relation of identity. In line with this admittedly controversial conception of the self, I will cash out the de se nature of attitudes involving i model-theoretically by stipulating that i evaluated with respect to a centered doxastic alternative always picks out the center (cf. section 2.4). García-Carpintero (p.c.) has objected that an alternative view where our acquaintance with the self is mediated by "bodily features of experiences, including the 'center-of-perspective' feature of visual experience" would fit as well or better with the general framework advocated here, and would better allow us to account for Immunity to Error through Misidentification, among other things. I will leave this for future research. 5 The opposite situation -one mental representation; two distinct objects -is discussed less frequently. As a reviewer points out, such a case is arguably problematic for a mental files framework like the one I'm developing here. Say, Mary is acquainted with both John and his twin brother without realizing she is dealing with two different people. It seems that she would have a single mental file anchored to two distinct individuals. To accommodate this technically we could give up the requirement that the external anchor is a function, but what would this mean conceptually? Are Mary's thoughts about John singular thoughts about two people? The easiest way to avoid this conclusion would be to assimilate such cases to the faulty perception cases discussed below in 2.3.3 below, i.e., rather than having two anchors, Mary's John file is in fact unanchored.
but Londres is pretty, Perry's shopper believes himself to be distinct from the shopper with the torn sack, etc. In the current framework, each of these cases involves a mental state description with two distinct files, each associated with different descriptive contents based on the different ways of being acquainted with an entity, but the external anchor maps both files to the same real-world entity, the actual causal source. Pierre's predicament, for instance, can be represented as follows (Kripke 1979) :
In Pierre's mental representation of the world there are two distinct cities: one is the city he read about in his childhood in France, called Londres; the other is the city he lives in, called London. Based on these two epistemic links, he has formed two files, and through these he can have singular beliefs, hopes etc.. We, as outside observers, know that his beliefs are in fact inconsistent. As represented in (4) by the external anchor, both mental files derive from a single source, so both beliefs are in fact about the same city. However, intuitively, the fact that Pierre believes the one city to be pretty and the other not does not entail that Pierre himself is irrational in the sense that his internal mental state is logically inconsistent. To reconcile this apparent contradiction I will provide in 2.4 a modeltheoretic semantics for mental state descriptions that defines both a narrow and a wide content of attitudes. The narrow content of Pierre's beliefs as represented in (4) should be computed on the basis of the descriptive conditions in the belief box and the mental files on which those depend. More specifically, the narrow belief content expressed by (4) should be the (centered) proposition that the city the subject knows as Londres is pretty and the city he knows as London is not. This gives us the non-contradictory interpretation that captures what goes on in Pierre's head. By contrast, the wide content of Pierre's beliefs is computed by evaluating the same belief conditions, but relative to the external anchor, bypassing the descriptive content in the mental files. Computing the wide content of (4) will give us the singular proposition about London that it is both pretty and not pretty, a genuine contradiction.
Faulty perception
So far we've discussed mental files based on actual acquaintance relations. Formally, every file we saw was externally anchored. Given that mental files are supposed to represent the objects of our de re attitudes, based on our acquaintance with our surroundings, this is as it should be. Hence, Kamp's (2011) slogan: "no internal anchor without an external anchor". But what if I merely hallucinated the letter in my pigeon hole? My narrow mental state in such a scenario will be the same as before, i.e., I cannot distinguish between the two situations. But now there is no causal source, i.e., no external anchor for the letter file. Consequently, the narrow contents of my beliefs, desires, hopes, remain the same while no wide content is expressed by my attitudes (that I take to be) about the letter.
In order to accommodate such cases, I follow a suggestion from Recanati (2012) to the effect that the external anchoring of all mental files constitutes a normative requirement: mental files should be, and hence can be expected to be, externally anchored. The agent, in any case, presumes all her mental files to be externally anchored. Thus, the mental file for the letter in my pigeon hole plays the same role inside my mental life regardless of whether it's properly anchored or hallucinated.
Kamp goes even further: if a mental file "has no external anchor corresponding to the representation's internal anchor (i.e. there is no entity to which agent and representation are causally related in the way the internal anchor describes), then the internal anchor is 'ungrounded'". (Kamp 2011: p.5 , emphasis added) In other words, not only does a mental file require an external anchor, the descriptive content of the file needs to mirror precisely the actual causal relation between agent and res. Again, this is best thought of as a normative ideal that, in reality, is not always achieved. Again, the agent herself assumes all her mental files to be anchored to individuals that actually exemplify the properties associated with them in her mental files. 6 More should be said about unanchored files. For instance, García-Carpintero (2010) argues that we can have singular thoughts about fictional entities like Sherlock Holmes. If so, we should allow mental files which even the agent herself assumes not to exist. For this purpose, Recanati actually introduces a special kind of files, indexed files, but this is beyond the scope of the current paper.
A model-theoretic interpretation
The line drawings above may give a pretty picture of, say, Pierre's mental state, but what does it really mean to say that Pierre has a mental state as described in (4)? In what sense does Pierre's mind contain such a DRS-like object?
As announced in section 1 I take as my point of departure the familiar possible worlds conception of propositions and beliefs. A person's beliefs are described by a set of possible worlds, her doxastic alternatives (Hintikka 1969) . We can explicate the notion of a doxastic alternative as follows: w is a doxastic alternative of a in w (notation: w ∈ Dox(a, w)) means that if you take a from world w, freeze her mental state, and place her in world w , she will not be able to tell the difference. We then say that this person believes the proposition that it is raining iff all her doxastic alternatives are worlds where it is raining: a believes proposition
The Lewisian shift from propositions to properties as the objects of belief can be formalized as a shift from worlds and propositions to centered worlds (formalized as world-individual pairs) and centered propositions (i.e., sets of centered worlds), respectively. We take Dox(a, w) to denote a set of centered worlds, i.e. w , a ∈ Dox(a, w) means that if you place a in w and let her experience it from the perspective of a , she will be unable to distinguish it from w as experienced from her own perspective. We then formalize de se belief as follows: Lingens self-ascribes in w the property of being lost iff Dox(Lingens, w) ⊆ { w , a a is lost in w }.
The same story applies to other attitudes: to model desires we have Bul(a, w) denoting the set of a's centered buletic alternatives in w, and for imagination we have a set of imagination alternatives. A person's full mental state can thus be characterized as a sequence of subsets of C, the set of centered worlds. Formally, these attitude characterizations of people across possible worlds are part of the model, i.e., a model M is a tuple D,W, I, Dox, Hope, Bul, . . . with C = D × W , and Dox, Hope, Bul, . . . : C → P(C).
So how do we relate this Lewis/Hintikka-style set-theoretic conception of an agent's various attitudes, to our syntactic, DRT-based mental state descriptions? As a first approximation, the central definition runs as follows:
M is a partial description of a's mental state in w iff the narrow contents of the belief, hope, desire, etc. components within M are compatible with the sets of doxastic, hope, buletic, etc. alternatives of a in w. Making this precise, taking into account also the mental files in M, requires first a model-theoretic interpretation of the various labeled parts of a mental state description in terms of centered worlds.
The reader who sees that this can be done, and is not interested in the formal details, may safely skip the remainder of this section.
We start from the intensional interpretation of standard DRT (see, e.g. Geurts (1999) ). First some terminology. A DRS consists of two compartments. The top compartment, U(K), the so-called universe, contains the discourse referents. The bottom part, Con(K) contains the conditions, which are either atomic formulas (e.g. see(y, x)), or complex ones containing subDRSs (e.g. ¬K or K → K ). An intensional model is a tuple D,W, I . A central notion in DRT semantics is that of a verifying embedding, which is a partial function from the set of discourse referents to D. A DRS K is true in w relative to anchor f iff there is an extension of the anchor to U(K) that verifies K in w. Notation:
An embedding g verifies K in w iff it verifies all conditions of K:
Condition verification, finally, is defined by cases. Here is an example of an atomic and a complex condition:
We can now define the important notion of a proposition expressed by a DRS relative to an anchor:
Now let's turn to the interpretation of attitudes in a mental state description. A mental state description contains descriptions of the various attitudes in the form of DRSs. I use the following notation, if M is a mental state description, M BEL is the DRS that is paired with the label BEL within M; M HOPE the DRS labeled HOPE and so on. M 0 will denote the remainder, i.e. the global mental file cabinet.
We can define the wide belief or hope content of M relative to external anchor f as follows:
The wide content of my hope in the letter example is then the set of worlds in which the actual letter is a notification of acceptance. Pierre's belief content is the set of worlds w such that the actual city, London, is pretty in w and not pretty in w, i.e. the empty set. Psychologically speaking, whether or not M accurately describes someone's mental state has nothing to do with these singular propositions. As announced in section 2.3.2, to capture the psychological interpretation we need a different notion of attitude content, narrow content. In determining, say, narrow hope content, the free discourse referents in the belief box should get their reference fixed not by the external anchor, but by the descriptive content in the mental files.
Sticking in the anchoring metaphor we want to define the internal anchor determined by mental state M as an embedding from mental file discourse referents to entities that satisfies all the conditions in M 0 . However, a set of conditions, as in M 0 , is not satisfied by a mere sequence of individuals -we always need a possible world coordinate in order to evaluate DRS conditions. Or rather, to fix also the reference of the non-descriptive self-file i, a centered world c (= w c , a c ). The relativized definition of an internal anchor, determined by M, relative to c, becomes:
Note that Anch(M, c) is undefined if there is no unique such embedding of M 0 in w c , i.e. if M 0 doesn't determine a unique sequence of objects in w c that satisfies all descriptive mental file conditions in w c . 7 As discussed in 2.3.3, an agent presumes the contents of the mental file cabinet to correspond to -or at least include, cf. footnote 6 -the acquaintance relations between her and a number of res. Let's assume furthermore that she presumes these acquaintance relations to be descriptively rich enough to pick out these res uniquely. 8 Formally, this means that for any doxastic alternative c the descriptive content in M 0 must be rich enough to determine a unique verifying embedding relative to c. In other words, M 0 is a correct description of a's mental files in w iff for any c ∈ Dox(a, w), the internal anchor Anch(M, c) is defined. 9 The idea of an internal anchor was so that we can compute the content of the attitude boxes. Take hope: M correctly represents the agent's hopes if (i) the agent believes her mental files to refer uniquely, i.e. for all doxastic alternatives, an internal anchor is defined, and (ii), given a doxastic alternative c, the agent's hope alternatives are compatible with the proposition expressed by the hope box relative to the internal anchor determined by c.
7 In line with the common intuition that mental files correspond to conceptual individuals, we can define from Anch(M, c) the notion of an internal anchor as such, Anch(M), which is a (partial) mapping from discourse referents to (partial) individual concepts (functions from centered worlds to individuals, ∈ D C ):
In this way, a mental state description M effectively associates with each mental file an individual concept. For instance, in the letter example, x is associated with the concept of a letter that the agent sees in her pigeon hole, and the self-file i is, always, associated with the self-concept, i.e., the function that maps any centered world c to its center coordinate a c . Cf. Zeevat's (1999) closely related notion of intensional anchors, or Yanovich's (2011) notion of characters. 8 That is, with respect to an agent's doxastic alternatives, her acquaintance relations behave like functions (i.e., in any doxastic alternative, the agent can't stand in acquaintance relation R to two distinct objects at the same time). On this assumption, acquaintance relations correspond roughly to what Kaplan (1968) calls vivid names for an agent. 9 A reviewer points out a potential counterexample involving an individual who tracks several similar objects simultaneously, say, a bunch of moving yellow dots on a screen. At the DRS-level there could be multiple distinct files (x,y,. . . ) with the same contents (see(i, x),yellow.dot(x),see(i, y),yellow.dot(y),. . . ), externally anchored to distinct objects. But when we then try to determine Anch(M, c) we run into trouble because there are multiple ways of associating both x and y with a "moving yellow dot that I see now". So, our semantics doesn't allow us to interpret mental state descriptions with multiple files with the same content. An obvious solution would be to assume that in fact the pieces of descriptive, reference fixing information associated with x and y may be similar but not really identical. For instance, the mental file cabinet in this case could plausibly contain the information that x is currently located to the left of y.
And similarly for the other attitudes: Thus, given an intensional model that specifies doxastic and other attitudes of agents as sets of centered worlds, we say that a mental state description M partially represents the complex mental state of agent a in w iff M correctly represents a's beliefs, hopes, desires, intentions, etc., as defined in (12).
Participant-neutral interpretation: Updating the common ground
With the file-based mental state descriptions in place, we now turn our attention to linguistic communication. My ultimate aim is to build a precise, formal semantic model of the traditional view of communication in which the speaker linguistically encodes a belief in the form of a sentence, so that the hearer who receives the sentence can decode it to get at the speaker's original belief. We now have a way to formally represent the beliefs and other attitudes of both speaker and hearer, viz., as parts of mental state descriptions. We now need a theory of linguistic encoding and decoding. I provide such a theory using, again, the formal framework of DRT. In this section, I first introduce the standard DRT model of communication as it is typically used in linguistics. I adapt it to an asymmetric speaker-hearer model in section 4. As the name suggests, DRT is primarily a theory of discourse interpretation, where a discourse is a series of utterances constituting a conversation between a speaker and a hearer. Following ideas of Stalnaker (1970) the goal of the utterances in a discourse is to effect a growth of information in the common ground. DRT provides a formal language for representing the common ground and a description of how sentences effect information growth in common ground.
By way of illustration, let's say we've been discussing farmer John, so the existence of a farmer named John has become firmly established in the common ground. We represent the relevant part of this common ground in standard DRT as follows:
This well-formed formula of the DRS language represents the information that there exists an individual who is a farmer and who is named John. With the formal DRS syntax and model-theoretic semantics provided in section 2.4, we can make this precise: (13) = the set of possible worlds in which there is a farmer named John.
In this context a new sentence is uttered.
He owns a donkey.
DRT aims to describe how this new sentence affects the common ground as represented in (13). In van der Sandt's (1992) presupposition-driven incarnation, context change is computed in two steps. The first step is to translate the sentence into a preliminary DRS, a logical representation of its context change potential. An important feature of the so-called construction algorithm is that it identifies a certain class of expressions as presupposition triggers. In (14) we see a third person pronoun he, which triggers 10 the presupposition that there exists a uniquely salient male, third person individual. Presuppositions are represented in the language of preliminary DRSs as free variables with presupposed content as conditions in a dashed box: In words: there is a donkey, y, and z bought it, where z is a presupposed male third person individual. In other words, we treat the sentence in (14) as presupposing that there exist a male third person, while asserting that he bought a donkey. The second step of the interpretation process is the resolution of the sentence's presuppositions by the resolution algorithm. We merge the context and the preliminary DRS (notation: (14)⊕(15)) and then look for suitable antecedents for all presupposed discourse referents. In this case, the context provides a global discourse referent for a farmer John, which plausibly 10 A variety of linguistic tests can be used to establish whether a certain construction or lexical item is a presupposition trigger, and what presupposition it triggers. The classic test involves embedding under negation, i.e. In general, presupposition resolution is a complicated process constrained by a variety of lexical, semantic and pragmatic factors. For details I refer the reader to Beaver & Geurts (2011) and references therein. For our current purposes, an important feature to note is the use of DRSs as representations of the common ground. Many linguistic phenomena in the semantics/pragmatics interface can be quite adequately captured from such a purely participantneutral perspective. Even phenomena which are intricately related to perspective taking, such as the interpretation of indexicals and de se attitude reports, are typically analyzed in this way (cf. Zeevat 1999 and Maier 2010, respectively) .
To bring out the difference between the participant-neutral and a speakerhearer-oriented conception of communication, consider the interpretation of the indexicals I and you in the current model. The starting point is that I should be analyzed simply as triggering the presupposition that there exists a unique current speaker. If we assume that the speaker and hearer of any speech act are explicitly represented as salient individuals in the common ground prior to the interpretation of that speech act, this presupposition will always be globally bindable to the actual speaker. Consider an utterance of (17) in a minimal context, containing a salient speaker and hearer. After merging context and preliminary DRS the presuppositions triggered by you and I can be bound globally. We thus derive a wide scope reading that seems to capture the correct truth conditions: there's an actual speaker and addressee, and if the latter were speaking, the former would be happy. 11 In sum, in the framework of DRT based on common ground updates, indexicals can be straightforwardly analyzed as presupposition triggers. Despite the wide empirical coverage of this and other variants of dynamic semantics, Kamp and others point out that some phenomena can only be described properly by moving to an asymmetric model of communication that takes the differences between the speaker and hearer perspectives into account. A illustrative case in point -other than Stalnaker's puzzle about de se communication, which I take on in section 5 -are specific indefinites. Saebø (2012) presents a scenario where he confesses to his wife, "I have met someone else". On the one hand, he is referring to a specific individual, one that he is so intimately acquainted with that his thoughts about her are singular, de re thoughts. What's more, Saebøargues that the expression of this singular thought is likewise a singular proposition, by observing that in a report the indefinite can be replaced by a directly referential expression, as in "He told his wife that he has met me". Hence, the indefinite in the original confession must have been used as a referential expression. On the other hand, by choosing an indefinite rather than, say, her name, what his confession manages to convey to his wife is merely an existential proposition, viz. that there is someone else that he has met. The tension between specificity, or even direct reference, and existential quantification is not easily resolved in the common ground update conception of semantics -or, for that matter, in a static, proposition-based formalism. What we would want to say, according to Saebø (2012) , is that the indefinite someone else here is somehow directly referential "for the speaker", but at the same time merely existential "for the hearer".
The specific indefinites example above was meant to convince you that it could be worthwhile for semantics to study communication asymmetrically, i.e. as transmission of information from speaker to hearer. In the remainder of this paper I will propose a way to make sense of such a speaker-hearer asymmetry with respect to communication.
Asymmetric semantics: distinguishing speaker and hearer
In this section we return to a traditional picture of communication alluded to in section 1. This involves describing linguistic meaning from two perspectives. There's the perspective of the speaker, who chooses a part of her mental state that she wants to communicate and tries to find the words to do so. And there's the perspective of the hearer, who receives an utterance and has to interpret it so he can update his own mental state accordingly. In the following I discuss both perspectives within the general framework of DRT. To this end I combine the DRT-based formalism for describing mental states (section 2) with, for the hearer's perspective, the DRT-based dynamic presupposition theory (section 3).
The speaker's perspective
We describe linguistic communication from the speaker's perspective by defining a mapping from parts of mental state descriptions (as in section 2) to sentences -a sentence production algorithm. This is by far the most underdeveloped area within DRT research, and I will not contribute much here. What I will do is merely to discuss some specific examples so as to get a rough idea of what should go into such an algorithm.
Say, Pierre wants to express one of his beliefs about the wondrous city he read about as a child. Consider the mental state description of Pierre in (4) from section 2.3.2. What he wants to express is the proposition represented by the condition pretty(x) in his belief box, where x is the Londres-file, i.e. the mental file based on his acquaintance with London through reading a French children's book. A sentence production algorithm will, in some form or other, take into account the following factors. First, the fact that the relevant content is represented in the belief box will prompt the production of an indicative statement. Second, the atomic predicate-argument structure of pretty(x) will trigger a subject-predicate sentence frame of the form NP x is pretty. Finally, the fact that x is grounded in a mental file will trigger a search for an appropriate definite NP. What NP gets chosen depends first of all on the content of the file associated with x. In this case the file contains a name predication name(x, Londres), which is enough to trigger the insertion of the mentioned proper name Londres in the NP slot: "Londres is pretty".
Another example. Say I want to express my hope about the letter as represented in (1) from section 2.2, i.e., acceptance(x). On the basis of its position within the mental state description, the production algorithm triggers a statement of the form I hope that NP x is a notification of acceptance, where NP x is some noun phrase that serves to pick out x, the letter. In this case the mental file in question does not contain a convenient name predication. Instead it describes the object as something in my immediate surroundings that I am currently looking at (look. at(i, x) ). This looking arguably raises its salience in a way that tells the production algorithm to insert a proximal demonstrative this. Hence, I would utter: "I hope that this is a notification of acceptance."
The examples above illustrate the linguistic expression of a singular attitude. In both cases the choice of referential expression was guided solely by the contents of the speaker's mental files. In some cases however this choice is affected by pragmatic considerations, i.e. the speaker takes into account whether or not the chosen NP will have the desired effect in the hearer. For instance, Pierre's use of Londres may accurately reflect the contents of his mental file, but if he believes that his interlocutor does not have a mental file with a similar name predication, then he should probably refrain from using it. In such a case Pierre might choose a different description from his Londres file, one he does believe to share with his interlocutor, say the city described in that book over there on the table is pretty. If Pierre cannot find any shared common ground to pick out the specific city he has in mind, he could resort to a (specific) indefinite construction, as in There's a city I used to read about as a kid. It was pretty.. Modeling such pragmatic considerations about what the speaker believes about the addressee's beliefs goes well beyond the scope of this paper. The above serves merely to illustrate what kind of components should eventually go into a theory of the speaker's side of the communication of singular attitudes.
The hearer's perspective
The use of DRT to model interpretation of a discourse from the hearer's point of view, i.e. with context DRSs representing a hearer's mental state, is implicit in some early work on DRT. However, on closer examination the simple DRSs familiar from linguistics textbooks don't suffice as representations of a mental states. What I propose here is to combine the independently motivated mental state descriptions from section 2 with the dynamic, presupposition-driven model of interpretation from section 3.
The key step is thus to replace simple DRSs with mental state descriptions as the contexts that get updated. The first stage of the interpretation process, i.e., the construction of a preliminary DRS from a sentence, can be imported as is. The difference lies in the second stage, starting already in the merge operation. Restricting ourselves to a cooperative information exchange, the rule will be that the hearer adds preliminary representations of utterances to his own stack of beliefs, i.e. as new conditions in her belief box. More precisely, (18) shows the first step in the interpretation process of a hearer with mental state M interpreting a preliminary DRS representation ψ of an utterance.
Let me illustrate this with Pierre saying to a French speaking friend "London est terrible." Pierre's interlocutor doesn't really know much about London so she trusts Pierre's judgment, but she does know that London and Londres refer to the same city. Her interpretation proceeds as follows: (i) construct a preliminary DRS, featuring a presuppositional representation of the proper name London, (ii) add it to the belief box, and (iii) resolve the name-presupposition by binding it to the London/Londres-file. By contrast, if the hearer only had a Londres-file, which does not contain the information that its referent is also known as London in English, she would be unable to bind the presupposition. 12 Finally, if the hearer were like Pierre in thinking that London and Londres are two different cities, there would be two mental files, and she would bind the presupposition to her London file.
In the next section I further illustrate the proposed communication model by applying it to de se beliefs and indexicals. I'll show how the puzzling asymmetry in communicating first person attitudes can be derived from the account sketched here, thus solving Stalnaker's puzzle from section 1.
De se communication revisited
We have developed a concrete model of the linguistic communication as the transmission of information from the speaker's to the hearer's mental states. In section 1 we saw how a simple account of meaning as propositions expressed runs into trouble when it comes to communicating de se beliefs. The current model is sufficiently expressive to deal with indexicals and de se attitudes.
In this section I demonstrate how it effectively solves the problem of de se communication and how this solution relates to some previous proposals in the literature. I focus on the speaker's expression of first and second person de se beliefs, and the hearer's subsequent interpretation of utterances containing I and you.
Communicating a first person thought
In the previous section I demonstrated how referential expressions get produced and interpreted. For the speaker, proper names, but also definite descriptions and even (specific) indefinites, are the verbalizations of mental files containing certain triggering conditions. For the hearer, all referential expressions are treated uniformly as presupposition triggers.
In this section we zoom in on de se attitudes and the production and interpretation of indexicals. We start with the communication of a first person belief via a first person pronoun.
In section 2.3.1 we represented Lingens's first person de se belief that he is a lost amnesiac. Let's say he wants to express his belief that he is lost, lost(i), to the librarian. This case differs from those considered in section 4 in that the self-file i is non-descriptive. That is, one is acquainted with oneself in a direct way that does not involve a descriptive mode of presentation, so there need not be any descriptive conditions associated with i. As a result, in the case of a radical amnesiac like Lingens, there is no name condition or anything else that could constrain the choice of the subject term in NP i be lost. We therefore postulate a special de se production rule, mapping i to the first person pronoun I directly. This gives the expected production result: "I am lost". 13 From a production perspective, I is a "de se pronoun", a way for the speaker to unambiguously express a de se attitude. 14 The crucial asymmetry, at the root of our solution to Stalnaker's puzzle, is that, as I will argue next, I does not have such a special first person de se status for the hearer.
To illustrate the interpretation of indexicals, consider how the librarian would interpret Lingens's utterance of I am lost. Following the standard presuppositional theory of indexicals from section 3 we treat I as lexically trig-13 I assume a similar rule in the temporal domain, mapping n to now and present tense morphology. Other indexicals are the result of spelling out descriptive files that involve these two pure mental indexicals in certain key conditions. We already saw this triggered by a file x containing look.at (i, x) . Similarly, you is inserted for a file x representing the center's addressee, i.e. with condition address(i, x), and here is triggered by located(i, x) etc. The production rules for these impure indexicals crucially involve triggering conditions that express relations to i and/or n. 14 I'm scare quoting "de se pronoun" as that term is also used in a different sense, to describe elements like PRO or African logophors that force de se readings of reports (Schlenker 2003 gering the presupposition that there is a (uniquely salient, current) speaker. We'll assume that, prior to the interpretation of Lingens's utterance, the librarian's mental state already contains a file for a man standing in front of the desk, addressing him. Following the interpretation algorithm of section 4.2 we first add the preliminary DRS of the sentence to the librarian's belief box, and then we bind the speaker-presupposition to the file for the man addressing the subject:
Note that the pronoun I cannot be bound to the self-file i, as the interpreting agent is not currently a speaker.
Summing up: a speaker produces I to express de se attitudes involving the self-file i, while a hearer interprets I by constructing a lexically specified speaker-presupposition, and binding that to some mental file representation of the current speaker. Stalnaker's puzzling asymmetry in the communication of first person belief thus falls out naturally. In particular, the asymmetry derives from two independent theoretical assumptions of the current analysis of mental states and communication: (i) there's a direct, lexically encoded link between i and I in production, and (ii) all definite NPs, including indexicals, uniformly trigger descriptive presuppositions.
Observing and even formalizing a production-interpretation asymmetry with respect to the first person pronoun and de se attitudes is nothing new. Here is how (Kamp 1990: 69) 
puts it:
There is an intimate connection between the meaning of "I" and the special access we have to ourselves, but this connection is restricted to the context of language production. For the interpreter the word "I" is much like a third person demonstrative such as "that man" or a deictic use of "him"
What is original about the current analysis of the first person is therefore not the special production rule for I -this is just the well-established doctrine of the essential indexical. Nor is it the fact that the hearer interprets I via a descriptive representation of his addressee. Rather, what's new is the uniform mechanism by which this interpretation is derived. On the current proposal, the hearer's interpretation of I proceeds exactly like the interpretation of other definites, i.e. via the construction and resolution of a descriptive, existential presupposition. 15 Both the lexical content of the presupposition associated with I and the pragmatic/semantic resolution mechanism itself are independently motivated within the participant-neutral tradition of DRT (Zeevat 1999 , Maier 2009 , Hunter 2012 . 16 In the next subsection I will bring out a more substantial point of departure from competing asymmetric accounts of de se communication by examining the way my proposal extends from first to second person, and to cases where the interpreter is not the intended addressee.
Notes on the second person
Related proposals that assume a production-interpretation asymmetry of I often claim that you is somehow the mirror image of I. Consider for instance the continuation of the passage quoted above from (Kamp 1990: 69-70 Or consider the following passage from Wechsler (2010) , who proposes a non-DRT-based semantic account of asymmetric de se communication:
Most work on self-ascription has focused on the first person, but second person pronouns have exactly the same self-ascriptive force, only applied to the addressee instead of the speaker. 15 The uniform presupposition-driven analysis of the hearer's perspective distinguishes the current proposal from a recent alternative solution to Stalnaker's puzzle: Weber's (2012) "recentering" approach. Like the current proposal, Weber's relies on distinguishing the speaker's and hearer's perspectives in communication. However, where I rely on the general mechanisms of presupposition resolution, his model of the hearer's interpretation involves a (arguably more ad hoc) mechanism dedicated to "recentering" the content expressed by the speaker. 16 For a related, but not DRT-based, presuppositional analysis of indexicals see García-Carpintero (2000) .
In other words, according to these authors there is a special lexical rule for the interpretation of you that mirrors the special production rule for I. In our terminology, this special interpretation rule would directly map you to i in the interpretation process. I will show below that no such special treatment of you is needed, nor, in fact, desirable. First, let me illustrate my proposal with a second person continuation of the Lingens example. Having just learned that the man in front of him is lost, the librarian looks through his mental file cabinet for location information. Let's assume that the librarian finds a file y for Stanford with the information that he (i) and his interlocutor (x) are located there. The production algorithm turns the relevant condition in(x, y) into something like NP x be in NP y . Like names and definite descriptions, the second person pronoun, you, is lexically triggered by a descriptive condition occurring in a mental file -in this case it's address(i, x). 17 Given the mental state description below, the production algorithm will then insert you for NP x , and, based on name(x, Stanford), it inserts Stanford for NP y . Now for the interpretation side. Lingens hears the librarian say "You are in Stanford". He computes the preliminary DRS, treating both you and Stanford as presupposition triggers, and adds that to his belief box. The addresseepresupposition binds to i since i occurs as the second argument to address. The name presupposition binds to Lingens's file on that city (or else, such a named file would be accommodated). BEL,
We see here that an utterance of you does eventually get associated with the hearer's self-file, i, just as Kamp and Wechsler postulated. However, unlike with the production of I, this link between you and i is not directly stipulated in the lexicon, but rather the result of the usual presupposition triggering and semantic/pragmatic resolution process. In sum, both the production and the interpretation of you proceed like that of other referential expressions.
For the example above we derived the same eventual output as Wechsler or Kamp, but in some situations our predictions diverge. As I will demonstrate next, only the current proposal automatically derives the right readings for cases of eavesdropping and some cases of miscommunication in which either the addressee fails to realize she is the addressee, or someone other than the addressee falsely believes to be the addressee.
Let's start by examining our predictions for an eavesdropping scenario. NSA agent Mary has hacked Lingens's phone and is able to remotely overhear the conversation between Lingens and the librarian, Bob. She knows both men by name and knows that Bob is addressing Lingens when he says "You are in Stanford". Her interpretation of this utterance proceeds exactly like Lingens's, viz. by constructing the exact same preliminary DRS and then updating her mental state with it. 
That is, Mary interprets Bob's words as inducing in her the belief that Lingens is in Stanford. By contrast, the simple rule represent the referent of 'you' as i from the Kamp quote above clearly makes the wrong prediction. Mary does not conclude from Bob's utterance that she herself is in Stanford. At the very least Kamp's rule would have to be restricted to the addressee. Completely new rules would then have to be stipulated to describe the interpretation of you by third parties. 18 Considering the two types of miscommunication alluded to above would further complicate this extension.
Consider the case of a third person who falsely believes she is the addressee. Just before Lingens came up to him, Bob was talking to his girlfriend on the phone, giving her directions. In fact, he didn't end this call before answering Lingens. So when his girlfriend hears him say "You are in Stanford", she thinks he is still talking to her. In this situation, the girlfriend has a mental file x for her boyfriend Bob with a condition address(x, i). Hence, when she updates her mental state description with the preliminary DRS for the sentence, the addressee-presupposition will naturally bind to i. In this way we correctly predict that, as a result of interpreting Bob's utterance, she comes to self-ascribe being in Stanford.
Finally, consider the inverse miscommunication: someone failing to realize he's being addressed. Lingens overheard Bob talking to his girlfriend and falsely assumes that he is still talking to her when he says "You are in Stanford". In this case, Lingens, who has formed a mental file for Bob's girlfriend, 18 Kamp (1990:69-70 ) is aware of this limitation and admits that other rules should be added.
representing her as the person the librarian is talking to over the phone, adds the same preliminary DRS as before. The addressee-presupposition will bind to the girlfriend file, because she is the most salient person currently being addressed -in Lingens's mental state description. We correctly predict that Lingens interprets Bob's utterance as meaning that the person on the other end of the phone is in Stanford.
In both cases, the presuppositional proposal makes the right prediction out of the box. The presupposition resolution algorithm will find the right antecedent in the mental file cabinet of the hearer, whether this hearer is being addressed or not, and whether she knows this or not.
By contrast, to save the Kamp/Wechsler proposal for you, we would have to further complicate it by postulating that the simple de se rule applies only to individuals who think they are being addressed, while a different rule applies to individuals who think they are merely overhearing the utterance they are interpreting.
Conclusion
In this paper I have presented two distinct applications of the general logical framework of DRT.
The first is a theory of the representation of complex mental states. It analyzes singular attitudes via descriptive mental files that are externally anchored to objects in the world. A special, non-descriptive file i represents the de se center of the subject's beliefs. Different attitudes are represented as distinctly labeled DRSs that all have access to shared discourse referents representing the mental files. A possible worlds interpretation maps these complex mental state descriptions to properties that an agent self-ascribes. The resulting framework is expressive enough to describe doxastic and nondoxastic attitudes, de se attitudes, double vision situations and even some cases of faulty perception and hallucination.
The second application of DRT is as a theory of discourse semantics. In linguistic applications, a DRS is used to represent the information that is common ground between speaker and hearer at some point in a discourse. Interpretation is then the process by which an utterance adds information to the common ground. DRT's formalization of this process involves the compositional construction of a highly underspecified preliminary DRS and a resolution algorithm that integrates the preliminary DRS with the context DRS by binding or accommodating presuppositions.
I bring these two distinct applications of DRT together in an account of linguistic communication that clearly separates the speaker's production of an utterance from the hearer's interpretation. Such an asymmetric account consists in providing a production algorithm, mapping the speaker's mental state to a sentence, and an interpretation algorithm, mapping sentences to "belief change potentials". In my proposal, the mental states of speaker and hearer are modeled in an extension of DRT with mental files and attitudes, and the hearer's change in belief is modeled in terms of presupposition resolution.
On the speaker's side, an important component of the production algorithm is the mapping from mental files to referential expressions. The speaker's choice of referential expression is guided by, among other things, the presence of certain descriptive predicates in the file. For instance, a predicate name(x, Mary) triggers the choice of a proper name Mary to represent mental file x. The non-descriptive self-file i receives special treatment and gets mapped directly onto the first person pronoun I.
On the hearer's side, I adopt the theory of presupposition resolution in DRT. The only difference is that, in the current setting, a preliminary DRS is not meant to update a representation of the common ground, but the belief compartment in a representation of the hearer's mental state. An important feature of the resulting account is that all referential expressions, from definite descriptions to indexicals, are analyzed uniformly as presupposition triggers.
This theory of communication solves an old problem regarding the communication of de se attitudes: How come that when I communicate a first person de se belief, with a first person pronoun, my addressee will form a different, second person belief? More succinctly put, why is my I your you? The general account of communication provided here shows that this asymmetry in the production and interpretation of the first person derives from two independently motivated assumptions: for the speaker, I is directly linked to the self-file, but for the hearer, I triggers a descriptive presupposition that binds to the mental file representing the most salient current speaker. 
